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City of Olmsted Falls 
Minutes of a Council Work Session 

Tuesday, June 4, 2019, at Olmsted Falls City Hall 

26100 Bagley Road – Council Chambers, 7:00 p.m. 
 

Council President Stibich called the meeting to order at 7:00 p.m.  Roll call was conducted.  

Councilmen Lori Jones, Cornel, Munteanu, Ed Gorski, Terry Duncan, and Lee Fenrich were present.  

Denise Nicolay was absent.   

 

Others Present: Vic Nogalo, Finance Director, Andrew D. Bemer, Law Director.  Audience: 7. 

 

Park and Recreation Levy 
 

Ms. Jones stated that the park and recreation levy renewal needs to be worded the same as the last 

renewal.  Ms. Duncan stated that since this is a grandfathered levy under state rules essentially money 

that use to come from the state stopped except for grandfathered levy’s and those renewals cannot be 

changed or reworded, the language must remain the same.  As long as the levies are renewed the city 

will continue receiving the state funding.  

 

Ms. Jones stated that we briefly discussed adding another supplemental levy for playground 

equipment and improvements to the playgrounds.  Mr. Gorski indicated that this would have to be a 

separate levy.  Ms. Jones indicated that it would be a stand-alone levy.  Ms. Duncan stated that when 

the levy can be explained as the funds would be used for playground equipment but the levy language 

must remain the same.  Mr. Stibich indicated that he wants everyone to realize that the renewal levy 

was passed years ago, and if renewed the dollars raised from that levy are fixed at what the dollars 

were when the levy was originally passed and cannot be increased.   

 

Ms. Lukes asked what happens if the levy is not passed.  Ms. Jones indicated that if the levy does not 

pass the city does not receive any funds after December.  She stated that it could also be placed on the 

March, 2020 ballot but the city would have to go a few months without funds.  Mr. Nogalo corrected 

Ms. Jones, if the levy is placed on the March ballot the city would have to wait a full year before 

collection, so the funds would come into the city in 2021.  Mr. Stibich indicated that this scenario 

happened when the Southwest General Levy failed and there was a year the hospital went without 

funding for a year.   

 

Playground Equipment Maintenance Replacement and what has been done over 

the last five years 
 

Ms. Jones asked if the Park and Recreation Board had a list of things that needed to be done they 

could give the Service Director.  Mr. Borczuch replied that the board can make recommendations.  

Ms. Jones stated that the year the levy is coming up the city should show something.  Mr. Borczuch 

indicated that again, the board can only make recommendations on what they would like to see 

completed in the parks.  Ms. Lukes stated that she has a 7 ½ minute video that shows a lot of images 

of where we would make suggestions.  Mr. Stibich asked the three ladies speaking to identify 

themselves for the Clerk.  
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Amy Gaffney, stated that she is not officially a part of the recreation board but is a concerned mom 

about some of the parks.  Ms. Jennifer Jansen and Ms. Jill Lukes.  Ms. Lukes stated that from a 

process perspective we have conducted some meetings amongst our regular park and recreation board 

meeting.  The video includes images from all the city parks.  The park and recreation board discussed 

what would be considered the highest priority capital investments that we would recommend to 

Council and that is the genesis of this meeting. Specifically, the board believes it is playground 

equipment for the Village Green. Since we started investigating, we also would like to have a better 

understand as to where the constraints are and why as well as what monies the board has to work with.  

The first images shown are from Flair and Mills Park. Ms. Lukes indicated that since she serves on 

various commissions for baseball for this community, she would like Council to know that there is an 

initiative within the township and city, sponsored largely by the athletic associations, to improve the 

rest of the baseball fields in the Falls and Township areas.  She stated that as we discuss Mills Field, it 

is not what we would recommend especially in the context of having a potential ballot issue but we 

would recommend capital investments to this field with fencing, stands, and back stop. She has 

complemented Mr. Borczuch on the state of the actual field.   

 

Ms. Gaffney stated that she lives on Tyndall Falls and that park did go without a slide for a few 

months and there were construction barrels placed around the equipment.  This park looks to have 

older equipment and that is when she came in an expressed an interest in getting some new equipment.   

 

Ms. Lukes stated that there are two initiatives that the park and recreation board took on this year, one 

is the conversation we are having now about potential improvements and infrastructure in playground 

equipment and the another is improvements wayfaring and digital improvements on the website to 

make sure our residents do know about Tyndall Falls and Mills Park because not everyone knows 

about them.  She did begin a conversation with Ms. Accordino regarding improvements to the website 

in order to draw attention to where these parks are located.  Mr. Fenrich stated that he met Mr. 

Borczuch at Tyndall Falls and talked about painting the swing set and cleaning up which is not an 

expensive thing to do.  Mr. Borczuch stated that weather being a big part of his work and with the 

weather being the way it has been he has not been able to start painting.  Mr. Fenrich indicated that 

this is on the radar.  Mr. Borczuch stated he has hired a seasonal worker who starts on Monday and 

will begin the cleaning up process, weather permitting.  Ms. Jones asked if there was mold on the 

equipment.  Mr. Borczuch replied that all the metal equipment has a rubber coating and there seems to 

be something on the equipment but does not come off with pressure washing, but is not moss or mold.  

Ms. Lukes asked when the park was installed.  Ms. Jones replied probably when Tyndall Falls was 

built.  Mr. Borczuch stated that approximately the late 80’s.  Ms. Lukes stated that this initiative is 

being driven largely by Mr. Perkins and Ms. Jansen.  

 

Ms. Lukes stated that the Village Green as we all know is the center or focal point of our community 

and has a large wooden structure. The images being shown show that there are some screws coming 

out of the equipment.  Ms. Jansen stated that the pictures show that all of our playgrounds are in need 

of being replaced and we know that financially we cannot do them all at once.  For example, she 

picked up her children today and was stopped by two moms who spoke with her for an hour about our 

parks and said that is their priority because we do not have a recreation center or swimming pool but 

we have this levy and we have other funds so why do our playgrounds look like this. In this condition 

it is the reason we all have to go outside of our own city to take our kids to playgrounds.  

 

Ms. Jones asked how much it would cost to fix the bench.  Mr. Borczuch indicated that the city 

purchases plastic resin type of materials and he does have a piece to repair the bench but again, with 
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the weather that repair has not been able to be completed.  Ms. Jansen stated that there are two 

benches in need of repair one at the Village Green and one at East River Park. The bench in East River 

Park is so large that it has plants growing through it.  Mr. Gorski stated that with the equipment 

currently at the Village Green is what he played on when he was a kid in the last 90’s and early 

2000’s.  Ms. Jones stated that she was informed that the Kiwanis built the playground equipment 30 to 

40 years ago.  Mr. Borczuch indicated that not all of the equipment at the Village Green was there 

back then.  Mr. Fenrich indicated that Kiwanis helped build the pavilion at the Village Green.  

 

Ms. Jones stated that there is a levy renewal coming up this year.  Ms. Gaffney stated that repairing 

the parks would go along way with the constituents.  Ms. Jones replied in order to show that the city is 

working on the equipment the residents may be more apt to renew the levy.  Mr. Borczuch indicated 

that his department is always working in the parks but his employees are working in other areas of the 

city.  Ms. Gaffney stated that to ride the momentum of improvements that the department is working 

on currently in the Village Green she thinks it is something that will generate a lot of buzz and could 

actually help with the renewal levy.   

 

Ms. Jones stated that Fund 108 is where the tax levy revenue is placed and asked if that was used 

parks and recreation.  Mr. Borczuch replied that the 108 fund is all that is used for the parks. Mr. 

Stibich indicated that this also helps provide maintenance in the parks, for example, getting the grass 

cut.  Mr. Borczuch indicated that it is used for grass cutting, parking lot restriping, lighting, etc., 

everything goes through the park funds.  Mr. Fenrich stated that Olmsted Falls is pretty much known 

for its parks and as far as he sees there is a lot of things that could be done inexpensively like putting 

bolts back in place as these are things that come apart over time; even the fence is probably not more 

than raising it up and putting a bolt back in place.   If someone goes into one of the parks and sees the 

fence fixed or bolts fixed or a bench fixed that would go a million miles because this is what they are 

focused on.  He stated that the board has a point if we don’t keep the parks up then we lose our image.  

 

Ms. Lukes stated that in the spirit of progress we will move on to Fortier Park.  Ms. Jansen asked if 

there was anything that could be done about adding privacy doors to the stalls.  Mr. Borczuch replied 

that it could not be done with the type of unit being used; he added that the Metroparks also have 

restrooms like that.  Ms. Jansen stated that she is not sure if the men’s bathroom is the same way but 

when you enter the women’s bathroom there is no door and then for the individual stalls there is no 

door either, there is no privacy and she understands that it has been like that but this is something that 

should be addressed.  Just because we have never had doors doesn’t mean we shouldn’t have doors.  

Mr. Borczuch indicated that the Metroparks bathrooms are exactly the same way.  Ms. Jones indicated 

that those restrooms have a curving wall rather than just straight inside.  Mr. Stibich stated that if the 

park board has a wish list, he would suggest placing privacy dividers on that list.  Ms. Jansen stated 

that as a woman using the facilities it is a lot different than a man using the restrooms.  Ms. Duncan 

stated that she has never used the facilities there and shall never.   

 

Ms. Gaffney stated that going back to the Village Green and the one actual play structure with the 

bridge still has a metal slide which gets very hot in the summer for kids to even use and her son has 

actually gotten burnt on it. She is aware that a park in Strongsville retro fitted some newer plastic 

slides to their existing structure but she is unsure how that would work.  These are the concerns that 

moms bring up because you cannot use that metal slide in the summer.  Mr. Stibich stated that he 

would suggest, like Ms. Jones did earlier, the board make a list and if you want to list priorities that 

would be great.  Ms. Jansen stated that the issue that we have is we need a budget and until we get a 

budget we don’t know what to look for. Ms. Lukes stated that the our highest priority item that we 
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discussed, after reviewing the master plan, was all the ways that we could go to Council and make 

recommendations.  Ultimately the playground equipment was what we felt the most passionate about 

so that is the only item that we really want and what we want the scope of this conversation to be. 

However, we would be remiss not to share the other issues because it’s not a secret that there is 

Facebook and there is a social community. We do our best to be stewards of our city but sometimes its 

hard because people are asking reasonable questions that we don’t always have answers to. Her kids 

are not young anymore so she does not spend as much time in the parks but when you see the state of 

them is sometimes it is a little cocky.  Mr. Stibich state that Council members need the board’s input 

as we need to know what is going on in the parks and what needs to be done.  Ms. Jones summarized 

that the board is going to make a list with priorities and not just regular maintenance issues.  Mr. 

Stibich informed the board that they did not need to include pricing as Mr. Borczuch would handle 

that task.  Mr. Fenrich also suggested adding to the list items the board feels need to be repaired and 

items that need to be replaced as well as what they would like to see done.  Ms. Jansen stated that it is 

to the point that it seems we don’t want maintenance but rather replacement because it does not need 

maintenance any longer.  Mr. Stibich indicated that they need to include that within the list.  Ms. Jones 

indicated that the city cannot replace everything at once.  Ms. Jansen replied that she understands.  Mr. 

Fenrich indicated that the maintenance he is referring to is the bolts that are coming loose.  Mr. 

Borczuch stated that the Tyndall Falls slide was down since Fall in order to prevent anyone from 

being injured.  We contacted the vendor that installed the slide but they no longer made that item nor 

had anything remotely resembling the playground equipment.  He then had someone from a body shop 

weld the unit; once that was repaired, we painted the slide as close to the previous color that we could 

and then installed it.  Ms. Gaffney stated but what was the opportunity of use costs for not having a 

slide at the playground for six months. Mr. Fenrich replied that this equipment was done during the six 

months of winter.  Ms. Gaffney replied that was fair.  Mr. Borczuch indicated that he cannot control 

the vendors and just wanted to explain how the slide was repaired and what went into that repair.  Ms. 

Gaffney indicated that Mr. Borczuch has indicated that the equipment is so out dated that it is hard to 

replace.  Mr. Borczuch indicated that he is well aware of the age of the equipment but unless the city 

receives more money or the capital improvement fund will fund massive playgrounds, he can only do 

what he can.  He also mentioned to the board that if they are aware of a grant that would be great 

information to provide to the city so that we can submit an application.  Mr. Gaffney stated that 

information would be part of the board’s recommendation to the city.  Mr. Gorski stated that he does 

not feel that anyone is implying that Mr. Borczuch or anyone in the service department is at all remiss 

in what they are doing or not doing as they are doing much as they can at this point, he thinks perhaps 

the desire for change is coming across a bit strong and he wants to make sure that there are no hurt 

feelings.  Mr. Borczuch stated that he has previously told the park and recreation board for many years 

if they see something that needs our attention send an email or make a phone call and if it is a serious 

hazard it will be taken care of it immediately, if not, he will get it into the schedule of work as soon as 

possible.   

 

Mr. Lukes stated that she believes the scope of this meeting is to be about the playground the 

investment for a playground preferably at the Village Green. Again, that is our number one priority, 

we can certainly put a log together for the service department in terms of what they can get to and 

when but the scope of this discussion really is intended to be what we believe is the highest priority 

item, which is equipment at the Village Green.  Mr. Fenrich stated that given the budget we are 

working with we have are talking about priorities that could get us through a couple more years or 

whatever is needed so we can focus a little more on the Village Green. If we do not have enough 

money to do both, then let’s put the money where it will get the biggest bang for its buck on the 

Village Green.  He stated that the Tyndall Falls park does not get nearly the crowd the Village Green 
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gets and when the Green has everything repaired and/or replaced then we can focus back on Tyndall 

Falls.  

 

Ms. Jones asked which park was used the most.  Mr. Borczuch replied the Village Green.  Ms. Jansen 

indicated that Village Green is the most used but East River is in the worst shape. There is moss 

growing at the park and she is surprised that a child has not gotten hurt yet on the entrance ramp to the 

playground itself. There is a huge dip in the asphalt and then there is wood that a child is supposed to 

step on.  Mr. Borczuch indicated that once asphalt season kicks off there is a whole bunch of 

patchwork that will be done in the parks, for example, by the outlook, tree roots that are popping 

through the asphalt, etc. Unfortunately, he has a window of time for asphalt work.  Ms. Lukes stated 

that information was good to hear.  Mr. Borczuch indicated that he has a list of what needs to be done.  

Ms. Lukes replied that list would be useful since the board does not have an itemized list of things that 

we have observed. She asked if Mr. Borczuch would be willing to share his list of items that are on his 

radar.  Ms. Jansen stated that we could also probably get volunteers to help with certain items.  Ms. 

Lukes stated that the board has discussed having a group project and rolling up our sleeves and we 

have shared that with Mr. Borczuch and the Mayor.  Mr. Borczuch replied that he is appreciative to 

have people that want to help.  He has also mentioned numerous times to the board about stopping at 

the old garage to see what equipment is needed and what we could get rid of.  Ms. Jansen stated that 

she was told there was no more Christmas stuff and asked what he was talking about.  Mr. Borczuch 

replied that there is a case of softballs and other items from different events.  Ms. Duncan stated that 

there is probably a lot of stuff from the 4th of July events.  Mr. Borczuch stated that he has stuff from 

when the city had Easter Egg hunts.   

 

Mr. Borczuch stated that the graffiti in Fortier park has always been there and we have had to 

purchase a sandblaster with a special cleaner to remove it from the sandstone.  Mr. Gorski stated that 

this park is more secluded and presents a lot more opportunity for people to get in and out without 

being seen.  Mr. Borczuch indicated that this is one of the worst areas for graffiti.  Now, damage wise 

it is the Green or Mills Field which is why we removed the Pepsi machines due to them being broken 

all the time.  Mr. Stibich asked the board to get the list of items to Mr. Borczuch as quickly as they can 

as he will be working on the 2020 budget and will need to incorporate those items into his budget.  

Mr. Nogalo stated that the 2020 budget will begin this summer as the tax budget will need to be turned 

into the County as well.  He stated that about two months ago there was an Eagle Scout in the area that 

he lives and they are looking for projects to obtain merit badges. Ms. Lukes stated that we are a huge 

scouting community and we have a lot of connections to the scouts.  She was also referring to the 

board members being willing to do projects.  We have been told to think unrestrained when the 

recommendation is made to Council.  Ms. Jones indicated that the city cannot give the board 

everything but we will discuss the list when submitted.   

 

Budget (funds in 108, 113, and 121) - Discussions of what those funds were spent on over the 

last 5 years.  Council wants to see a 5-year spending detail for 108, 113, And 121. 

 

Mr. Nogalo indicated that a lot of city’s have shoe string budgets and as a Service Director, Mr. 

Borczuch is rare as he handles several departments, not only is he the service department but parks 

and recreation.  He has worked with many service directors but not that many that are as talented as 

Mr. Borczuch or have as much responsibility.   
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Ms. Jones asked what is the $75,000 in capital improvements for.  Mr. Nogalo indicated that he 

distributed four items.  He briefly explained what each page was for which includes a list of funds that 

are utilized for the city parks.  He stated that each fund is like a checkbook, it has a beginning balance 

and ending balance along with a set of rules for each.  Fund 108 receives approximately $115,000 

each year from a levy and if renewed the city will receive the same amount for five years.  This is a 

levy does not increase with inflation, so the 1 mill is now like the equivalent of .4 in todays home 

values.  The 113 fund is not utilized as frequently.  He stated that money received from developers, 

based on law, should be deposited in the 113 but, internally Mr. Borczuch preferred the 108 as these 

funds are utilized the same as the property tax money.  The recreation fund is primarily used for flag 

football, the money comes in and goes out to the individuals running the program and the arts 

program.  He stated that the fund is utilized primarily for programs the park and recreation board run.  

He stated that at the end of 2018 the 108 fund had a balance of $214,000 with $10,000 out in purchase 

orders which then carries over to the next year.  He budgeted $227,000 this year and $75,000 is for 

capital improvements.  Ms. Jones stated that she wants to know how much came in from Clover 

Development.  Mr. Borczuch replied $59,000 and change.  Ms. Jones indicated that last year the 

reports showed that $63,000 went into the fund.  Mr. Nogalo indicated that $59,000 was part of that 

amount along with other revenue amounts.  Ms. Jones asked what were the other revenue amounts.  

Mr. Borczuch replied for example, there was a house rebuilt on Brentwood and the city received a 

small fee.  There have been several new homes built and the city receives a small fee.  Ms. Jones 

stated that after research and speaking with people who have lived in Olmsted Falls longer than her, 

when Falls Pointe was built the money went into 113 but then it was used along with other money to 

buy land by the fire station so that would be a capital outlay and she thought when there are impact 

fees they should be deposited into the 113.  She stated that $49,000 was used for the outhouse at East 

River.  Mr. Borczuch stated that every department sets a budget of what they think things will cost; 

not everything is spent. When the dollars came in for the building they were lower than the anticipated 

amount which were determined by speaking with the companies performing the work. We were also 

anticipating receiving a grant that required the city to put in money but that grant was not received.  

The city was supposed to do bathrooms and curbing at a cost over $100,000 and the city had to 

contribute 1/4th so we budgeted $75,000; the unit itself costs $49,940 and the 108 fund will be utilized 

for that purchase.  Ms. Jones asked what the remaining funds would be used for.  Mr. Borczuch 

replied nothing as of right now it will remain in the fund.  Ms. Jones stated that the money would then 

go back to the 113 for capital improvements.  Mr. Nogalo stated that currently the law says that we 

should place the money in 113.  Ms. Duncan asked if the money from Clover could go back into the 

113 that is not spent at the end of 2019.  Mr. Borczuch replied that the money would still be utilized 

for this purchase.  Ms. Jones replied we understand; but then we know that there will be another 

$25,000 added to the current balance of $27,000 that we are saving for playground improvements and 

development not just maintenance.  Mr. Borczuch indicated that the fund states: planning, acquisition, 

improvements, expansion, operation of public parks, playgrounds, recreational facilities and programs 

so it covers the same things as the 108.  Mr. Nogalo replied it is a mirror of what the money can be 

used for.  Ms. Jones stated that in her mind she wants it for other things.  

 

Mr. Nogalo stated that basically there is the general fund and three funds, one primary and the 113.  

Mr. Borczuch stated that two finance directors ago informed him that the 113 fund was down to 

nothing and he was instructed to use 108 only from that point. Ms. Jones stated that we are council 

and just because a couple finance director’s ago they said ignore it, we can’t ignore the law.  Mr. 

Nogalo replied that we want to do the right thing.  Ms. Jones stated that she is not trying to be 

difficult, because she lives in Olmsted Falls and cares about our parks and how people perceive us. 

They come for the schools and our taxes are high so she wants to see something for her money. She 
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pays $6,000 in property taxes and does not have any kids in the schools.  Mr. Borczuch stated that we 

cannot change what the wording states.  Ms. Jones indicated that she is just saying that we put it in 

113 and use it as it was originally intended as an impact fee to look at improvements. Mr. Borczuch 

replied that there will be $10,000 left after the bathrooms are paid for.  Ms. Jones replied plus the 

$27,000 and the impact fee from Brentwood should go into the 113.  Mr. Borczuch replied that 

$75,000 was budgeted out of the 108; the Clover money went into 108 so the $25,000 would be 

removed because that was not money that should of went into the 113. If the city had not received the 

Clover money the bathrooms would not be replaced.  Mr. Nogalo stated that if you move the $59,500 

over to 113 the bathrooms would then be paid for out of the 113.  

 

Ms. Jones stated that we started the year with $203,000; we are going to spend $75,000 in capital 

outlay and we don’t know what will happen with the levy in November; so you originally projected an 

unencumbered balance at the end of the year of $88,000 and since we do not know what is going to 

happen with the levy in November what does it normally cost us a year. Mr. Borczuch replied that 

normally his fund balances have almost 9 months to a year of budget left to cover costs in case levies 

don’t pass. Ms. Jones asked what would be needed in the fund in case the levy doesn’t pass.  Mr. 

Borczuch replied that he needs a little over $100,000.  Ms. Duncan stated that she believes it is 

$112,000 or $113,000.  Ms. Jones stated that Council needs to make sure there is $112,000 in there at 

the end of the year in case our levy does not pass. Mr. Gorski stated that based on where we are 

budgeted we are projecting, including the $75,000 expenditure in capital outlay, to be at $88,425 by 

the end of the year. Currently the unencumbered balance as of the end of May was about $160,000, 

rounded up, so if we were to assume that this budget would proceed as planned and we were to take 

money from capital outlay from that $75,000 that we budgeted and we wanted to keep so that we had 

$125,000 still in the budget that would put us at an additional about $37,000 compared to what our 

projected unencumbered balance for 2019 will be, which would be $38,000 out of the capital outlay in 

theory that could be spent.  Again, he is speaking hypothetically and doing math in his head.  Mr. 

Borczuch stated that there are still other items that will need to be done with capital.  Mr. Gorski 

replied that in theory we could spend more out of that and still end the year in a solid financial 

position if the levy did not pass.  Mr. Borczuch replied that if the levy did not pass we would have 

enough to run operations basically next year with nothing extra being done and no extra events.  Mr. 

Stibich stated that keep in mind we will have used up the reserve and for the following year you will 

have nothing to start the year with.  Mr. Borczuch replied that he does not like to be in that position.  

Ms. Jones stated that we want the levy to pass and will do what we can to pass it.  She asked Mr. 

Borczuch if he could get numbers to Council by June 18th.  Mr. Gorski added an idea of numbers that 

will be needed to spend out of capital outlay.  Mr. Borczuch replied roughly around $15,000.  Ms. 

Jones asked if there was a ballpark idea because he would have had to give something to Mr. Nogalo 

for capital outlay.  Mr. Borczuch replied about $15,000.  Ms. Jones asked if that was for asphalt.  Mr. 

Fenrich replied no, that is what he expects to spend.  Mr. Gorski added that this is what he expects to 

spend out of the fund, asphalt was just one of them.  Mr. Borczuch indicated that he has concrete work 

for the bathrooms.  Ms. Jones stated that the concrete was not part of the $49,940.  Mr. Borczuch 

replied no, that is for the bathroom itself, there is a concrete that will need to be installed.  Mr. Gorski 

asked if there was any sort of ethnicity in spending out of one fund as opposed to another. Ms. Jones 

replied that historically all impact fees would go to 113 and acquisition and development of land came 

out of 113.  Mr. Borczuch replied that the 113 is also used for operations.   

 

Mr. Nogalo stated that he also distributed a detailed report showing every expenditure from 2014 for 

each fund, which includes every vendor paid.  He stated that within the report there is a description of 

each fund.  For example, fund 108 is where the tax levy is deposited and we exactly copied the ballot 
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language. Fund 108 states “for the purpose of providing for the development and maintenance of the 

parks of the city” very broad, this could be for service workers.  Every time they submit a payroll they 

note if they worked on sewer, parks, streets, building, etc., and any time they work in the parks it goes 

to this fund.  Basically, it is the operations of the parks.  The 113 states “there is hereby established a 

park and rec operating fund there shall be paid into such fund all income derived from the fees from 

Section 1448.035”, which is the developer’s fees. Section 1448.035 states “Council hereby declares 

that the fees required to be paid are assessed for the planning, acquisition, improvement, expansion, 

and operations of public parks,” so the phrase operation of public parks ties into the fact that it can be 

spent on the daily operations and improving or replacing assets that become dilapidated.  Internally, it 

was chosen to place the impact fees into Fund 108 because it has the same definition of what the funds 

can be used for.   Ms. Jones replied that a budget would be developed for the 108 and 113 and Council 

approves the budget.  Mr. Nogalo indicated that Council holds the purse strings.  The budget that 

Council gives has to be supported by the beginning revenue and anticipated revenues.  Ms. Jones 

stated that we are looking for something to improve our parks.  Mr. Nogalo indicated that the checklist 

has to be funneled through Mr. Borczuch who would then come to Council and ask for the 

appropriation and Council can grant that appropriation.  He stated that Recreation Fund 121 he took 

the excerpts out of the codified ordinances which is “all cash received by the City of Olmsted Falls 

designated for purpose of paying for recreation programs,” this is where all the programs are utilized. 

He stated that the only funds placed in this account for 2018 was flag football and the arts.  Ms. Lukes 

will be handled by Olmsted Falls Bulldogs.  He stated that he believes there is another development 

that may come up in a few years that could give the city more than $59,500 but that will be deposited 

into the 113 fund because that is what the law states.  We can change the law and redirect it and 

indicate that any of the impact fees should be placed into the 108 fund.  Ms. Jones replied that Council 

can authorize the transfer of funds.  Mr. Nogalo indicated that Council would not need to authorize a 

transfer because it would be considered a correction because the law states that it should have been 

deposited into the 113.  Ms. Jones stated the city is not utilize the 121 fund as flag football is not 

running through the city.  Mr. Nogalo indicated there is a balance of $2,700.  Ms. Jones indicated that 

this money is not targeted for anything because this fund will not be utilized so Council could vote to 

close this fund and put the money towards something else.  Mr. Nogalo replied that it could be used 

for other programs.   

 

Ms. Duncan stated that one thing has bothered her over the years, we did spend money out of the 113 

fund to purchase the property behind the fire department and she would like to determine, at some 

point, that this is how much was spent and this is how much is owed to the 113 fund and will be put 

back into the fund assuming anything is ever done with that property.  It needs to be in there 

somewhere because we all know but by the time that property is sold most of the Council members 

will not be on Council.  She also thanked Mr. Nogalo for all his work and the reports.  Mr. Borczuch 

indicated that determining that number will take time to research.  He stated that he believes the first 

acquisition was in 1999 and then in 2001 or 2002 was the second acquisition. The land was purchased 

with general fund, capital improvement fund and also the park fund.  We can do that but it will not be 

completed within two weeks.  Ms. Duncan stated she understands that she just wants that done and 

enshrined.  Mr. Borczuch indicated that if the city wants to do something with the land to be able to 

reimburse the park funds we need to spend money on a study for the rest of the land to determine what 

is useable, what is wetlands in order to be able to market the property correctly, then once there is a 

purchase the money can be divided up into all the funds utilized to purchase the property.  Ms. Jones 

asked if the service garage was built on part of the property. Ms. Duncan replied yes but not on the 

part of the property purchased with the 113 fund.  She stated that this could be good PR for a new levy 

or to be used against us but it needs to be determined. 
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Ms. Lukes stated that we have spent a lot of time discussing operations, which she presumes would be 

paid operations of service.  If Council is not aware she and Ms. Jansen met with Mr. Borczuch and 

Mr. Nogalo as well as the Mayor earlier this year.  She and Ms. Jansen are new to the chairman’s role 

and began asking about the budget being put together for 2019 what was the parks expenditures last 

year and this has come along way.  In the absence of perfect information we created a operating 

budget for all events for park and rec’s for this year and it includes some investment like t-shirts for 

the board but that funded the all of our operations.  She has also come to realize that there are other 

city sponsored events that are happening and recently that was funded to the tune of $12,000 and 

specifically she is speaking about Explore Olmsted Falls, she is guessing Council is familiar with it, 

and she has two questions.  Ms. Jones indicated that no park funds were utilized.  Ms. Lukes stated 

that is a fair answer but she would also like to understand how our group works with their group in 

terms of events. Also, in the 2019 budget we did not do the exercise of making sure that the $14,000 

flips to there is $2,500 allocated in the general fund that would map to that $14,000.  Ms. Jones 

indicated that Fund 108 was utilized of the bands for last year.  Mr. Borczuch indicated that we 

operate through the 108 fund.  Mr. Nogalo stated that the first page of the report lists a summary of the 

last three years of the events the city paid for.  He stated that in total the city has spent $9,677.00 in 

2018.  He believes that when the board has a request to spend money that is given to Mr. Borczuch 

and then he determines the fund that should be utilized.  Mr. Borczuch indicated that Council approves 

the expenditure but he has already budgeted in the fund from the previous year, so most of the items 

on their list they presented earlier this year most was already budgeted for 2019.  The biggest issue 

discussed at the meeting were the requisitions, they are a volunteer group and cannot sign requisitions 

so those have to be presented and signed by him.  The other thing we wanted to stop was the 

reimbursement for credit card purchases.  The city needs to make the purchases and submit 

requisitions because this is part of our audit process.  Ms. Jones replied correct.  Mr. Borczuch 

indicated that every event the board wants can be handled through both of the funds that we operate 

out of.  He stated that very seldom does the board submit information regarding to their events and 

this was the first year that there was, basically, we projected a number based off the prior years and 

that is what was submitted for the budget.    

 

Ms. Duncan stated that programs, which is essentially what the board does, it is her understanding that 

those come out of the 113 fund because of the language, the 108 fund is for maintenance.  The 

language states “development and maintenance” since the 113 doesn’t get a constant amount of money 

it has become a general fund slide over because the general fund is essentially paying for our 

programs.  A few years ago, prior to her coming on Council when she was still on the park and rec 

board, we tried to get an addition to the renewal and tried to get a tax increase passed that would pay 

for programming which would help pay for the bands in the park and take pressure off the general 

fund, but the community voted it down. She does not know if they were confused about it or what 

happened, the renewal passed but the increase did not and was the last time it was placed on the ballot.  

Basically the $14,000 for programs is paid out of the general fund.  Ms. Jones stated that there was 

nothing budgeted for 2019 but there was a budget for 2018.  Mr. Nogalo indicated that most requests 

run through the 108 as that fund states “development and maintenance of parks” and is not event 

related.  Ms. Jones stated that the 113 had a budget to cover those events last year but not this year.  

Ms. Duncan stated that she does not know what was done in the past four or five years, which is 

terrible since she sits on the board that determines what is done, but she did not drill down that fine.  

Mr. Nogalo indicated that these funds are created by Council and Council could consolidate the 108 

and 113.  Ms. Jones replied no, we want to keep it separate for monitoring purposes, for example, if 

we want to do development and programs, keep that separate from maintenance so the service 
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department has money for maintenance but if we want to add a playground or have events, we know 

the balance. She stated that Ms. Duncan is correct that the general fund did fund this account.  Mr. 

Gorski asked if there could be separate line items for one single fund that states what exactly the funds 

are being spent on.  Ms. Jones stated that all the line items she is getting state miscellaneous office 

expenses, miscellaneous repair costs.  Mr. Gorski stated that if we want to consolidate the funds we 

can very easily establish how the fund will be set up and utilized.  Ms. Jones replied that all the funds 

need to be re-established and how they are presented to Council, which will be discussed at the 

finance meeting.  Mr. Nogalo indicated that the 113 can be used for events, but if you transfer the 

$59,000 from the 108, if you read the ordinance the 1448 does not state it can be utilized for events so 

Council would place monies that cannot be used for events in 113 so there is a mix of two different 

types of revenues going in.  Ms. Duncan replied that is a problem and needs to be corrected.  Ms. 

Jones indicated that we can correct it but Council would need to have a discussion.  Mr. Nogalo 

indicated that we have inherited all of this and it needs to be corrected.  

 

Ms. Lukes stated that park and rec board has a budget of $14,000 and since Mr. Nogalo nor Mr. 

Borczuch didn’t disagree with she is operating with that figure this year.  To the point about process, 

she and Ms. Jansen are different from the prior executive board members and we are going to be 

involved even if its just emailing and perhaps during the budgeting process each year we could give 

some expertise.  Mr. Borczuch indicated that he appreciates that because that is something the city has 

never had.  Ms. Lukes asked if she could get some guidelines with respect to submitting a PO as her 

expectation is communicating via email and she would like to know what the timeline is for turning 

around a PO so she can tell her volunteers that they can procure items or that the items they are 

looking to procure will be there. For example, we have a construction project that we want to start 

working on now for Christmas and possibly the tree lighting, so she would like this process ironed out.  

Mr. Nogalo stated that Ohio law dictates this, Mr. Borczuch would prepare the requisition on the 

board’s behalf. Mr. Borczuch indicated that volunteers cannot sign a requisition and he usually has 

Ms. Stone write them up for his signature. We need the PO before anything can be purchased.  Mr. 

Gorski stated that the board wants to establish some type of process where they communicate with 

service and finance to streamline the process.  Ms. Lukes stated that she also needs a timeline because 

we are all volunteers and are doing this outside of our jobs. If she has a quote from a vendor that states 

shirts will cost $183, and her budget for shirts is $250, once she sends the quote to Ms. Stone, when 

can she expect something so she doesn’t have to charge her credit card.  Mr. Nogalo stated that if you 

call a t-shirt company and receive a cost you would not say yes, but rather explain that there is a 

process that you have to go through. Once Mr. Borczuch receives a purchase order number you would 

then give that number to the vendor who bills the city for payment. Mr. Borczuch apologized for not 

answering an email that was sent to him and Mr. Nogalo as he presumed Mr. Nogalo would answer it 

but he realizes that he could have easily done the same thing.  Ms. Lukes stated that she respects the 

process and understands that Mr. Borczuch is in the field and cannot always respond to emails 

immediately. The point she thinks is important for everyone in this room to hear is we are volunteers 

so if she needs to place an order for t-shirts in order to get them by Memorial Day what would be the 

timeline for a response.  Mr. Nogalo stated that emails should be sent to Mr. Borczuch and Ms. 

Veloski copied.  Ms. Jones stated that if they have a $14,000 approved budget they also need to know 

what line items and what has been spent of ongoing purchases.   

 

Mr. Fenrich stated that when Mr. Borczuch brings a requisition to Council is it in a precise amount, 

and tell the vendor that the price has to be approved by Council and cannot be raised.  Mr. Gorski 

stated that Mr. Borczuch can approve up to $2,500.  Mr. Nogalo stated that the PO number is like a 

contract between you and the vendor, if you order shirts without a PO and then present him with an 
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invoice he does not have to pay it which is why it is important because purchases are covered under 

Ohio laws.  Ms. Lukes stated that she believes we are all committed to make it better.  Ms. Jones 

stated that in her formal life she did processes and internal controls so she wants to make sure that we 

expedite things but have the proper internal controls so we can monitor balances.  Ms. Lukes indicated 

that she is keeping track.  Ms. Jones stated that Ms. Duncan also needs to be kept in on the loop.  Ms. 

Jansen asked what would need to happen if a project was started and in the middle you realize you 

need more paint is there some sort of general PO that can be given and then closed when the project is 

complete.  Mr. Borczuch replied for example, if the board needed $3,000 for a Halloween event he 

will bring that amount to Council for approval. If the wood costs $2,000 the board would have $1,000 

for incidentals as long as receipts are turned in timely to keep track of the amounts. The board would 

also need to use vendors that the city already has accounts set up with.  Ms. Lukes stated that the 

board will have line items put together to cover all the basis.  She asked if Mr. Perkins could then go 

and procure the items. Ms. Jones replied no, Mr. Perkins would submit how much wood he needed 

with the costs, and Mr. Borczuch would procure the items and then contact him to let you know the 

items are available.  

 

Ms. Jones asked if everyone was clear on the processes. Mr. Gorski stated that it is refreshing for 

Council to see members of specific boards and commissions take the level of initiative that the park 

and recreation members are.  He has not been a part of a meeting of this nature with members of a 

board and commission in the 2 plus years he has been on Council and thinks it is good that we are 

having this conversation. He believes a number of issues were cleared up this evening and hopes that 

everyone will be work in concert with one another and obviously with us in order to continue to 

streamline and approve our parks systems. Ms. Jones stated this was an excellent experience for 

Council as well because we learned better processes and where the money is and that we need a lot 

more line items in order to understand what we are approving. She indicated that this was nothing 

personnel it is only Council performing its due diligence.  Mr. Fenrich thanked the park and recreation 

board members for their dedication.   

 

Ms. Lukes reiterated their next steps; we are going to follow the PO process and start moving on that 

earlier for future events. Additionally, she believes Council can expect to hear from us again in the 

next few months to secure our formal recommendation, unconstrained per your direction, and then we 

will have to evaluate those at that point.  Mr. Stibich suggested that when it comes time for budget 

discussion and when the park and rec budget comes up the board is welcome to join in on those 

discussions.   

 

Mr. Munteanu asked when the board needs PO’s would then need to obtain three quotes or one would 

work.  Mr. Nogalo stated that for small items he would encourage using common sense as he does not 

see the board going out for a $500,000 expenditure.  Mr. Stibich stated that the purchase will flow 

through Mr. Borczuch who can give them guidance as well.  If it’s a big ticket item they may need to 

shop around.  Ms. Jones stated that if a project will be over $5,000 she would say quotes are needed.  

Ms. Lukes stated that she is comfortable with Mr. Borczuch’s guidance and will use common sense.  

Mr. Borczuch indicated that he has faith in what they are doing and is not too concerned as they use 

vendors that the city already has accounts with.  

 

Ms. Jones thanked the parks and rec members for meeting with Council this evening as well as Mr. 

Borczuch and Mr. Nogalo for attending tonight as well.  
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Detail on how the annual tax funds were spent in since the last levy and how it benefited the 

community parks, and what was done.  

 

 

Miscellaneous:   Questions/New and Old Business - None 
 

 

Adjournment 

 

Mr. Fenrich moved to adjourn; Ms. Jones seconded.  Voice Vote: 6 ayes; 0 nays. Motion carried.  

 

 

The meeting adjourned at 8:45 p.m. 

 

 

              ____________________________ 

Paul Stibich, Council President  Angela Mancini, Clerk of Council 


